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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to propose an efficient iteration-by-subdomain method
to solve the nonlinear incompressible Navier–Stokes/Euler coupled equations. The convergences are
proven both in the differential case and in their spectral collocation counterpart. Detailed analysis
shows that the iterative algorithms converge with a rate independent of the polynomial degree. The
numerical results presented are in good agreement with the theoretical investigation. A validation
study is carried out by simulating the flow past a cylinder.
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1. Introduction. Domain decomposition methods are largely used in the com-
putations of fluid dynamics problems, especially in complex physical domains. They
were first employed in finite difference and finite element methods. In the context of
spectral methods, they date from the late 1970s (see, for instance, [5] and the refer-
ences therein). Earlier applications of the domain decomposition techniques consist of
breaking the whole domain into subdomains of simpler shape and then reducing the
given problem to a sequence of subproblems which generally include the same equa-
tions. Recently, intensive attention has been focused on the study of the possibility of
using different types of equations within subdomains. Indeed, in the simulation of the
fluid flow past an obstacle, for instance, often a more complex and expensive model
is only really needed in a small fraction of the domain; outside this region, one can
use a simpler and cheaper model where the diffusion effects are negligible. Quarteroni
and his collaborators considered in [6, 11] the coupled problem and its spectral ap-
proximation of the compressible viscous and inviscid equations. The coupled problem
of incompressible viscous and inviscid equations was first considered by Xu in [14].
One of the main goals of these investigations was to find suitable conditions on the
interface separating the viscous and inviscid subdomains. However, efficient solvers
are also of great importance when numerically solving the full time-dependent coupled
equations. The global Uzawa algorithm introduced in [14] offers potential advantages
due to the diagonal-by-bloc structure in the velocity matrix. Unfortunately, numerical
experiments have shown that the classical conjugate gradient iteration applied to the
pressure algebraic system converges very slowly, and too many iterations are required
to obtain sufficient accuracy. A way to recover the fast convergence rate may be
to use preconditioned conjugate gradient iteration (which is in preparation). In this
paper we work in a different way and propose an iteration-by-subdomain procedure
to solve the coupled problem. The iteration algorithm, which involves the successive
resolution of the two subproblems, is a variant of classical Schwarz alternating meth-
ods [12, 6, 11]. But the present algorithm uses two new techniques: first the norms
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of the interface’s function are defined via some interface “lifting” operators, different
from the usual L2-norm; second, the interface iteration functions are constructed in
weak form due to the discontinuous velocity/continuous pressure formulation in the
inviscid subdomain. We give exact convergence analyses and prove that the itera-
tive algorithms based on a spectral collocation approximation converge with a rate
independent of the polynomial degree used. The investigations of the preconditioned
Uzawa algorithm and its comparisons with the present iteration-by-subdomain algo-
rithm will be followed later on by a future paper. A few convergence analyses were
presented in our previous papers, but the main results in this paper, such as the
generalization to the full Navier–Stokes/Euler coupling equations, and the numerical
experiments are new.
We end this section by introducing some notation. Hereafter, we use boldface
letters to denote vectors and vector functions. c, c1, c2, . . . are generic positive con-
stants independent of the discretization parameters. Let Ω be a bounded, connected,
open subset of R2, with Lipschitz continuous boundary ∂Ω; Ω− and Ω+ are two open
subsets of Ω, with Ω− ∩ Ω+ = ∅, Ω̄− ∪ Ω̄+ = Ω̄. Let Γk = ∂Ω ∩ ∂Ωk, k = −,+;Γ =
∂Ω− ∩ ∂Ω+ = ∅. n is the unit normal on ∂Ω to Ω, and n−,n+ unit normals on Γ to
Ω−,Ω+, respectively (n− = −n+ so). We denote by C0(Ω̄) the space of continuous
functions on Ω̄. For any integer m, we denote by Hm(Ω) the classical Hilbert Sobolev
spaces provided with the usual norm ‖ · ‖m,Ω and also with the seminorm | · |m,Ω. It is
well known that the value on the boundary ∂Ω of all elements of Hm(Ω) can be given
a meaning through a trace operator which maps Hm(Ω) linearly and continuously
onto a subset of L2(∂Ω), denoted by Hm−1/2(∂Ω), which is a Hilbert space for the
quotient norm ‖ · ‖m−1/2,∂Ω. The dual space of H1/2(∂Ω) is denoted by H−1/2(∂Ω)









Throughout this paper, with any function v defined in Ω, we associate the pair
(v−,v+), where v− (resp., v+) denotes the restriction of v to Ω− (resp., Ω+). We








The scalar product on L2(Ω−)2 × L2(Ω+)2,
(u,v) = (u−,v−)− + (u+,v+)+,
coincides with the usual one on L2(Ω)2.
2. Viscous/inviscid coupled problem. Consider the following coupled prob-
lem (known hereafter as viscous/inviscid coupled problem): for f given in L2(Ω)2
and α a positive constant, find two pairs (u−, u+), (p−, p+) defined in (Ω−, Ω+),
respectively, such that

αu− − νu− +∇p− = f−, ∇ · u− = 0 in Ω−,
αu+ +∇p+ = f+, ∇ · u+ = 0 in Ω+,
u− = 0, on Γ−,
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This problem stems from the use of a finite difference scheme in time to the nonlin-
ear Navier–Stokes/Euler coupled equations for incompressible flow [14, 15]. In this
respect, ν is the kinematic viscosity, α is the inverse of the time-step, and f is the
source terms.
Obviously, suitable conditions on the interface Γ are required. In order to find it,
we apply the well-known vanishing viscosity technique, which consists of generating
the interface conditions by a limit procedure on globally viscous problems when vis-
cosity vanishes in Ω+. We describe the procedure briefly as follows. We first define
the space




ν if x ∈ Ω−,
ε if x ∈ Ω+,
where ε > 0.
Now consider globally viscous equations:{
αu(ε) −∇(µ(ε)∇u(ε)) +∇p(ε) = f , ∇ · u(ε) = 0, in Ω,
u(ε) = 0, on ∂Ω.
(2.2)
Its variational problem is as follows: find u(ε) ∈W , such that
α(u(ε),v) + (µ(ε)∇u(ε),∇v) = (f ,v) ∀v ∈W.(2.3)
The following results are classical (see, e.g., [13, 7]).
Theorem 2.1. For all f ∈ L2(Ω)2, α > 0, ν > 0, and ε > 0, problem (2.3) admits
one unique solution u(ε); furthermore there exists one unique function p(ε) ∈ L2(Ω)/R,
such that (u(ε), p(ε)) satisfies (2.2) and the estimates
‖u(ε)‖20,Ω ≤ c, ν‖u(ε)− ‖21,Ω− ≤ c, ε‖u(ε)+ ‖21,Ω+ ≤ c,(2.4)
where c > 0 is a constant independent of ε.






















Using weak convergence theory to pass to the limit in (2.5) as ε → 0, we get (2.1)




− p−n− = p+n+ on Γ,
u− · n− = −u+ · n+ on Γ.
(2.6)
(It is known that ∇ · u+ = 0 implies u+ · n+ ∈ H−1/2(Γ).)
Having found the suitable interface conditions (2.6), we now turn to prove that



































































its corresponding weak problem admits one unique solution. Two different methods
will be offered. The one is given in the remainder of this section by building a
global variational formulation; the other will be given in section 3 via an iteration-
by-subdomain procedure.
We first consider the following weak formulation: find (u, p) ∈ X ×M , such that
∀ v ∈ X, q ∈M ,
α(u,v) + ν(∇u−,∇v−)− − (p−,∇ · v−)− + (∇p+,v+)+ − (p+n+,v−)Γ
= (f ,v),
(∇ · u−, q−)− − (u+,∇q+)+ − (u− · n−, q+)Γ = 0,
(2.7)
where X,M are two real Hilbert spaces, defined by
X = {v;v|Ω− ∈ H1(Ω−)2,v|Ω+ ∈ L2(Ω+)2,v|Γ− = 0},(2.8)
M =
{







‖v‖X = ‖v−‖1,Ω− + ‖v+‖0,Ω+ , ‖q‖M = ‖q−‖0,Ω− + |q+|1,Ω+ .
Theorem 2.2. For all f ∈ L2(Ω)2, α and ν positive, problem (2.7) admits one
unique solution; furthermore, its unique solution (u, p) satisfies (2.1) and (2.6).
Proof. The verification of the second part of the results is trivial. We prove only
the well-posedness of the problem (2.7). Introducing two forms a and b as follows,
a(u,v) = α(u,v) + ν(∇u−,∇v−)− ∀u ∈ X,v ∈ X,
b(v, q) = −(q−,∇ · v−)− + (∇q+,v+)+ − (q+n+,v−)Γ ∀v ∈ X, q ∈M,
we can rewrite problem (2.7) under the following saddle form: find (u, p) ∈ X ×M ,
such that {
a(u,v) + b(v, p) = (f ,v) ∀v ∈ X,
b(u, q) = 0 ∀q ∈M.
Applying the saddle theory [7], we prove the theorem by checking the following prop-
erties.
(i) First, according to the definitions of the norms ‖ · ‖X and ‖ · ‖M , we see that
the mapping (u,v) → a(u,v) is continuous and coercive in X ×X.
(ii) The form b is continuous. In fact,
b(v, q) ≤ ‖q−‖0,Ω− |v−|1,Ω− + |q+|1,Ω+‖v+‖0,Ω+ + ‖q+‖0,Γ‖v− · n+‖0,Γ
≤ γ‖q‖M‖v‖X ,
where γ is a positive constant depending on the continuous trace mapping constant
from H1(Ω−) or H1(Ω+) to H1/2(Γ).
(iii) The inf-sup condition of b in the space X ×M : Let q ∈ M . We decompose
q− by
q− = q0− + r−,(2.10)
such that q0− ∈ L20(Ω−) and r− is a constant. It is known [7] that there exists a
positive constant β− and a function v0− ∈ H10 (Ω−)2 such that
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Giving a function g ∈ X satisfying ∫
Γ
g · n−dσ = |Ω−||Ω+||Ω−|+|Ω+| , where |Ωk| is the measure
of Ωk(k = −,+), we denote by w a function in H10 (Ω−)2 such that
(∇ · w, q)− = (∇ · g, q)− ∀q ∈ QL20(Ω−) .(2.12)
Then ṽ−
def
= g − w satisfies
(∇ · ṽ−, q)− = 0 ∀q ∈ L20(Ω−), and
∫
Γ
ṽ− · n−dσ = |Ω−||Ω+||Ω−|+ |Ω+| .(2.13)
Denoting v− = v0− − r−ṽ−, using (2.10), (2.11), and (2.13), we have v− ∈ H1(Ω−)2,
v−|Γ− = 0, and
−(q−,∇ · v−)− = −(q0− + r−,∇ · (v0− − r−ṽ−))− = (q0−, q0−)− + r2−
∫
Ω−
∇ · ṽ−dx ,
but ∫
Ω−
∇ · ṽ−dx =
∫
∂Ω−
ṽ− · n−dσ =
∫
Γ
ṽ− · n−dσ = |Ω−||Ω+||Ω−|+ |Ω+| ,
and we obtain









with q0+ ∈ H1(Ω+) ∩ L20(Ω+) and r+ constant. Let v0+ = ∇q0+; then
(∇q0+,v0+)+
‖v0+‖0,Ω+
= ‖∇q0+‖0,Ω+ = |q0+|1,Ω+ = |q+|1,Ω+ .
Let z ∈ L2(Ω+)2 (the existence of z is guaranteed by the inf-sup condition of the form
(z,∇q)+ in the couple space L2(Ω+)2 × [H1(Ω+) ∩ L20(Ω+)]; see [7]) such that
(z,∇q)+ = (q, ṽ− · n−)Γ ∀q ∈ H1(Ω+) ∩ L20(Ω+).
Taking v+ = v
0
+ + r+z and noting that r−|Ω−|+ r+|Ω+| = 0, then










We now define v by
v(x) =
{
v−(x) if x ∈ Ω−,



































































then v ∈ X and from (2.14) and (2.15), it holds that










= ‖q0−‖20,Ω− + |Ω−|r2− + |q+|21,Ω+
= ‖q−‖20,Ω− + |q+|21,Ω+ = ‖q‖2M .
(2.16)
We now bound v− and v+. By the definitions of v− and v+, and using (2.11)
and (2.12), we get
‖v−‖1,Ω− = ‖v0− − r−ṽ−‖1,Ω− ≤
1
β−





‖v+‖0,Ω+ ≤ |q0+|1,Ω+ + r−‖ṽ−‖1,Ω− ≤ c2‖q‖M ,(2.18)









with β = β−c1+c2β− . The proof is complete.
3. Solution via an iteration-by-subdomain procedure. Our goal in this
section is to prove that the solution of the coupled problem (2.1) and (2.6) can be
exhibited as a limit of solutions of two subproblems within Ω− and Ω+, respectively.
We first remark that the pressure (p−, p+) in the coupled problem (2.1) and (2.6)
is defined up to an additive constant. In order to fix this constant, we have chosen
the pressure space M of functions with zero average in the full domain (see (2.9) for
the definition of M). In fact, this choice of M is only a matter of convenience, and
we can just as well take
M =
{






The former has been proven suitable for the global Uzawa algorithm [14]. The latter
is, however, preferable to the iteration-by-subdomain method, which will be discussed
hereafter.
3.1. The iteration-by-subdomain procedure. Let u0−,u
0
+ be two functions
given in Γ. We define two sequences of function pairs (um− , p
m





by solving for each m the following inviscid problem in Ω+:{
αum+ +∇pm+ = f+, ∇ · um+ = 0 in Ω+,
um+ · n+ = 0 on Γ+, um+ · n+ = ϕm on Γ,(3.1)
and then the following viscous problem in Ω−:

αum− − νum− +∇pm− = f−, ∇ · um− = 0 in Ω−,
um− = 0 on Γ−, ν
∂um−
n−
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where ϕm = θum−1− · n+|Γ + (1− θ)um−1+ · n+|Γ, θ ∈ [0, 1] is a relaxation parameter.
Remark 3.1. In order for (3.1) to be well posed, the interface data of the first




The iterative procedure will be discussed both in the continuous case and in its
spectral discrete case (see section 4). In both cases, we will prove the solvability of
the subproblems and the convergence of the iterative procedure. We first consider the
solvability and a priori estimates of the problems (3.1) and (3.2).
The variational formulation of (3.1) is as follows: find (um+ , p
m






+ ), (v+, q+)] = (f+,v+)+ − 〈ϕm, q+〉Γ
∀(v+, q+) ∈ X+ ×M+,(3.3)
where 〈·, ·〉Γ denotes the pairing between the space H1/2(Γ) and its dual H−1/2(Γ),





+ ), (v+, q+)] = α(u
m




2, M+ = H
1(Ω+) ∩ L20(Ω+),
endowed with the following norms:
‖ · ‖X+ = ‖ · ‖0,Ω+ , ‖ · ‖M+ = | · |1,Ω+ .
Theorem 3.1. For all f+ ∈ L2(Ω+)2, ϕm ∈ H−1/2(Γ), the problem (3.3) admits
one unique solution; furthermore, its solution (um+ , p
m
+ ) satisfies






‖f+‖0,Ω+ + 2(1 + α)‖ϕm‖−1/2,Γ ,(3.4)
particularly if f+ = 0; then
‖um+‖0,Ω+ ≤ 2‖ϕm‖−1/2,Γ ,(3.5)
|pm+ |1,Ω+ ≤ α‖um+‖0,Ω+ ≤ 2α‖ϕm‖−1/2,Γ .(3.6)




+ ), (v+, q+)] is not coercive in space X+ ×M+.
Consequently, the well-posedness of problem (3.3) cannot be derived by the standard




+ ,v+) + b+(v+, p
m
+ ) = (f+,v+)+ ∀v+ ∈ X+,
b+(u
m
+ , q+) = 〈ϕm, q+〉Γ ∀q+ ∈M+,(3.7)
where the bilinear forms a+ and b+ are defined by
a+(u,v) = α(u,v)+ ∀u,v ∈ X+,



































































According to the saddle theory, the well-posedness of problem (3.7) is assured by the
following conditions: continuity and coercivity of the form a+, continuity and inf-sup
condition of the form b+. Two first conditions are verified by
a+(u,v) ≤ α‖u‖0,Ω+‖v‖0,Ω+ = α‖u‖X+‖v‖X+ ,
a+(u,u) = α‖u‖20,Ω+ = α‖u‖2X+ .
The continuity of b+ is given by
b+(v, q) ≤ ‖v‖0,Ω+ |q|1,Ω+ = ‖v‖X+‖q‖M+ .
Finally we verify the inf-sup condition of b+. For all q ∈ M+, we take v = ∇q; then
we have v ∈ X+ and
b+(v, q) = ‖∇q‖20,Ω+ = ‖v‖0,Ω+ |q|1,Ω+ = ‖v‖X+‖q‖M+ ,
which means that the inf-sup condition of b+ holds with an inf-sup constant β = 1.
The proof of the estimates (3.5) and (3.6) is ignored; we will give its analogue for the
spectral approximate counterpart in section 4.
We now consider problem (3.2). Its variational formulation is: find (um− , p
m
− ) ∈
X− ×M− such that
A−[(um− , p
m
− ), (v−, q−)] = (f−,v−)− + (p
m
+n+,v−)Γ ∀(v−, q−) ∈ X− ×M−,(3.8)
where
X− = {v− ∈ H1(Ω−)2;v−|Γ− = 0}, M− = L2(Ω−),
and A− is defined by
A−[(um− , p
m
− ), (v−, q−)]
= α(um− ,v−)−+ ν(∇um− ,∇v−)−− (∇ · v−, pm− )−+ (∇ · um− , q−)−.
The following theorem comes from classical results on the Stokes equations (see, e.g.,
[3]).
Theorem 3.2. For all f− ∈ L2(Ω−)2 and pm+ ∈ L2(Γ), the problem (3.8) admits
one unique solution; furthermore, its solution (um− , p
m
− ) satisfies
‖um−‖1,Ω− + ‖pm−‖0,Ω− ≤ c0(‖f−‖0,Ω− + ‖pm+‖0,Γ) ,(3.9)
where c0 depends on α and ν.
3.2. Convergence of the iteration-by-subdomain procedure. We deal now
with the convergence of the iteration-by-subdomain procedure (3.1)–(3.2). We begin
by defining the application L : H−1/2(Γ) −→ H−1/2(Γ),
Lλ = u
(λ)
− · n+|Γ ∀λ ∈ H−1/2(Γ)
and then the application Lθ : H
−1/2(Γ) −→ H−1/2(Γ),
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where u
(λ)









− ), (v−, q−)] = (p
(λ)
+ n+,v−)Γ ∀(v−, q−) ∈ X− ×M−,
where p
(λ)









+ ), (v+, q+)] = −〈λ, q+〉Γ ∀(v+, q+) ∈ X+ ×M+.
We also define the “lifting” operator F : ∀λ ∈ H−1/2(Γ), Fλ ∈ X+ ×M+ and Fλ
solves
A+[Fλ, (v+, q+)] = −〈λ, q+〉Γ ∀(v+, q+) ∈ X+ ×M+.(3.10)
Moreover, for λ, µ ∈ H−1/2(Γ) set
((λ, µ)) = A+[Fλ, Fµ] , ‖λ‖2∗ = ((λ, λ)) .(3.11)
It is verified that ((·, ·)) is symmetric though A+[·, ·] is not; hence it defines a scalar
product in H−1/2(Γ).
Lemma 3.3. The bilinear form ((·, ·)) defined by (3.11) is symmetric, and hence
defines a scalar product in H−1/2(Γ), associated norm ‖ · ‖∗ is a norm equivalent to
the standard trace norm ‖ · ‖−1/2,Γ.
Proof. Using the notation of (3.10), we have
((λ, µ)) = A+[Fλ, Fµ] = −(λ, p(µ)+ )Γ.
Meanwhile, (3.10) implies






+ )+ + (u
(λ)
+ ,∇p(µ)+ )+ = 0;
then






((λ, µ)) = ((µ, λ)) .
It is then immediate that ((·, ·)) defines a scalar product in H−1/2(Γ). Furthermore,
the definition of ‖ · ‖∗ gives
‖λ‖2∗ = ((λ, λ)) = α(u(λ)+ ,u(λ)+ )+
= −(u(λ)+ ,∇p(λ)+ )+
= −〈λ, p(λ)+ 〉Γ
≤ c‖λ‖−1/2,Γ‖p(λ)+ ‖1/2,Γ
≤ c‖λ‖−1/2,Γ|p(λ)+ |1,Ω+



































































On the other hand, it is known (see, e.g., [1, 8]) that
‖λ‖−1/2,Γ = ‖u(λ)+ · n+‖−1/2,Γ ≤ c(‖u(λ)+ ‖0,Ω+ + ‖∇ · u(λ)+ ‖0,Ω+)




The equivalence between ‖ · ‖∗ and ‖ · ‖−1/2,Γ is then established.
Theorem 3.4. There exists θ0 ∈ (0, 1], such that ∀ θ ∈ (0, θ0), k(θ) < 1 such
that
‖Lθλ‖∗ ≤ k(θ)‖λ‖∗ ∀λ ∈ H−1/2(Γ) .(3.12)
Proof. From the symmetry of ((·, ·)) we have
‖Lθλ‖2∗ = θ2‖Lλ‖2∗ + 2θ(1− θ)((Lλ, λ)) + (1− θ)2‖λ‖2∗ .(3.13)
According to the definitions of F and L, it is verified that
((Lλ, λ)) = A+[F (Lλ), Fλ]
= A+[F (u
(λ)
− · n+|Γ), Fλ] = −(u(λ)− · n+, p(λ)+ )Γ
= −(p(λ)+ n+,u(λ)− )Γ = −A−[(u(λ)− , p(λ)− ), (u(λ)− , p(λ)− )]
= −α(u(λ)− ,u(λ)− )− − ν(∇u(λ)− ,∇u(λ)− )− ≤ −min(α, ν)‖u(λ)− ‖21,Ω− .
(3.14)
Using (3.5), we get
‖Lλ‖2∗ = A+[F (Lλ), F (Lλ)] ≤ 4‖u(λ)− · n−‖20,Γ ≤ c1‖u(λ)− ‖21,Ω− ,(3.15)
where c1 depends on the trace mapping constant. Combining (3.13)–(3.15), we obtain
‖Lθλ‖2∗ ≤ [c1θ2 − 2min(α, ν)θ(1− θ)] ‖u(λ)− ‖21,Ω− + (1− θ)2‖λ‖2∗ .(3.16)
Using (3.9), (3.6), and the standard trace’s inequalities, we have
‖u(λ)− ‖21,Ω− ≤ c20‖p
(λ)
+ ‖20,Γ ≤ c2|p(λ)+ |21,Ω+
≤ c2α2‖u(λ)+ ‖20,Ω+ = c2αA+[Fλ, Fλ] = c2α‖λ‖2∗ ,
(3.17)
where c2 depends on c
2
0 and the trace mapping constant. Finally, a combination
of (3.16) and (3.17) gives




c1c2αθ2 − 2c2αmin(α, ν)θ(1− θ) + (1− θ)2 ,
we obtain (3.12). Furthermore, a simple calculation shows
k(θ) < 1 if and only if 0 < θ < θ0 = min
(
1,
2(1 + c2αmin(α, ν))
1 + 2c2αmin(α, ν) + c1c2α
)
.
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Corollary 3.5. Let (u+, p+), (u−, p−) be the solution of the coupled equa-






− ) be the solution of the iteration prob-
lems (3.1) and (3.2). Then ∀ θ ∈ (0, θ0), (um+ , pm+ ) converges to (u+, p+) in X+ ×M+
and (um− , p
m
− ) converges to (u−, p−) in X− ×M− as m→ ∞.
Proof. We first prove
ϕm − u− · n+|Γ = Lθ(ϕm−1 − u− · n+|Γ).(3.19)
In fact, by the definitions of Lθ and ϕ
m,
Lθ(ϕ
m−1 − u− · n+|Γ)
= θL(ϕm−1 − u− · n+|Γ) + (1− θ)(ϕm−1 − u− · n+|Γ)
= θL(ϕm−1)− θL(u− · n+|Γ) + (1− θ)ϕm−1 − (1− θ)(u− · n+|Γ)
= θ(um−1− · n+|Γ)− θ(u− · n+|Γ) + (1− θ)ϕm−1 − u− · n+|Γ + θ(u− · n+|Γ)
= θ(um−1− · n+|Γ) + (1− θ)(um−1+ · n+|Γ)− u− · n+|Γ
= ϕm − u− · n+|Γ.
The contraction of Lθ and the equality (3.19) imply




+ − u+, pm+ − p+), (v+, q+)] = 〈u− · n+ − ϕm, q+〉Γ ∀(v+, q+) ∈ X+ ×M+,
and by the estimates (3.5) and (3.6), we get
‖um+ − u+‖0,Ω+ + |pm+ − p+|1,Ω+ ≤ c‖ϕm − u− · n+‖−1/2,Γ;
thus
um+ → u+ in X+ , pm+ → p+ in M+, as m→ ∞.(3.20)
From (3.20), we have
pm+ → p+ in L2(Γ), as m→ ∞.
But (3.8) gives
A−[(um− − u−, pm− − p−), (v−, q−)] = (pm−n+ − p−n+,v−)Γ ∀(v−, q−) ∈ X− ×M−.
It follows from the estimate (3.9) that
‖um− − u−‖1,Ω− + ‖pm− − p−‖0,Ω− ≤ c‖pm+ − p+‖0,Γ → 0 ,
which gives
um− → u− in X−, pm− → p− in M−, as m→ ∞.
4. An iteration-by-subdomain procedure via a spectral approximation.
We approximate the iteration-by-subdomain problems (3.1) and (3.2) by a spectral
collocation method. For the sake of simplicity, we first consider the domain Ω =
]− 2, 2[×]− 1, 1[, which is broken into Ω− =]− 2, 0[×]− 1, 1[ and Ω+ =]0, 2[×]− 1, 1[.



































































the space of all polynomials of degree ≤ N with respect to each variable x1, x2. ΞNk
and ΛNk are defined, respectively, to be the sets of (N +1)
2 Legendre–Gauss–Lobatto
points ξijk and (N − 1)2 Legendre–Gauss points ζijk within Ω̄k,
ΞNk = {ξijk ; ξijk = (ξi1,k, ξj2,k), 0 ≤ i, j ≤ N} , k−,+,
ΛNk = {ζijk ; ζijk = (ζi1,k, ζj2,k), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1} , k−,+.
Let hi1,k, h
i
2,k, 0 ≤ i ≤ N , be, respectively, the Lagrange polynomials associated to the
points ξi1,k and ξ
i









the corresponding weights in the Gauss–Lobatto and Gauss integration formula for
rectangular regions. For any point ξijk in ∂Ωk∩ΞNk we denote by τ ijk the corresponding
weight in the one-dimensional Gauss–Lobatto integration formula referred to as ∂Ωk.










k , k = −,+ ,(4.1)












































The following inequalities are well known (see, e.g., [2, pp. 70–76]):
‖Φ‖2k,GL ≤ ‖Φ‖20,Ωk ≤ 9‖Φ‖2k,GL ∀Φ ∈ PN (Ωk) , k = −,+,(4.5)
‖Φ‖2Γ,GL ≤ ‖Φ‖20,Γ ≤ 3‖Φ‖2Γ,GL ∀Φ ∈ PN (Γ) ,(4.6)
‖Φ‖2−,G = ‖Φ‖20,Ω− ∀Φ ∈ PN−2(Ω−) .(4.7)
Let X−,N ,M−,N , X+,N , and M+,N be four spaces:
X−,N = {v− ∈ PN (Ω−)2;v−|Γ− = 0} , M−,N = PN−2(Ω−),
X+,N = PN (Ω+)
2, M+,N = PN (Ω+) ∩ L20(Ω+).
We now state the spectral collocation approximation to the coupled problems (2.1)
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M+,N , such that

αu−,N − νu−,N + IN∇p−,N = f− at ξij− ∈ ΞN− ∩ Ω−,
∇ · u−,N = 0 at ζij− ∈ ΛN− ,
u−,N = 0 at ξ
ij
− ∈ ΞN− ∩ Γ−,
αu+,N +∇p+,N = f+ at ξij+ ∈ ΞN+ ∩ Ω+,
∇ · u+,N = 0 at ξij+ ∈ ΞN+ ∩ Ω+,





∇ · u+,N at ξij+ ∈ ΞN+ ∩ Γ+,














R at ξij− ∈ ΞN− ∩ Γ,
(4.8)
where IN denotes the interpolation operator from the (N−1)2 Gauss points ζij− to (N+















R is the residue due to discrete integration by parts, defined by
R = αu−,N − νu−,N + IN∇p−,N − f−.
It is verified that the collocation equation (4.8) is equivalent to the following varia-
tional formulation:
α(uN ,vN )GL + ν(∇u−,N ,∇v−,N )−,GL − (p−,N ,∇ · v−,N )−,G
+(∇p+,N ,v+,N )+,GL − (p+,N · n+,v−,N )Γ,GL = (f ,vN )GL,
−(∇ · u−,N , q−,N )−,G + (u+,N ,∇q+,N )+,GL − (u−,N · n+, q+,N )Γ,GL = 0
∀vN ∈ X−,N ×X+,N ∀qN ∈M−,N ×M+,N .
(4.9)
Therefore the well-posedness of the problem (4.8) can be proved, as done in Theo-
rem 2.2 for the differential case, by applying the standard saddle-point theory.
4.1. The discrete iteration-by-subdomain procedure. We propose an it-
erative procedure to solve the coupled problem (4.8). We define two sequences
(um+,N , p
m








+,N ) ∈ X+,N × M+,N ,
(um−,N , p
m




+,N )+,GL + (∇pm+,N ,vm+,N )+,GL = (f+,vm+,N )+,GL,
(∇qm+,N ,um+,N )+,GL = (ϕmN , qm+,N )Γ,GL
∀(vm+,N , qm+,N ) ∈ X+,N ×M+,N ,
(4.10)




−,N )−,GL +ν(∇um−,N ,∇vm−,N )−,GL − (pm−,N ,∇ · vm−,N )−,G
= (pm+,Nn+,v
m
−,N )Γ,GL + (f−,v
m
−,N )−,GL,
(qm−,N ,∇ · um−,N )−,G = 0
∀(vm−,N , qm−,N ) ∈ X−,N ×M−,N ,
(4.11)
where ϕmN ,m ≥ 1 is defined by
ϕmN = θu
m−1
−,N · n+|Γ + (1− θ)
(








































































From the seventh equation of (4.8), it is immediate that
ϕmN = θu
m−1
−,N · n+|Γ + (1− θ)ϕm−1N .(4.12)
Remark 4.1. Here again, in order for (4.10) to be well posed, ϕmN is required to











Remark 4.2. The use of different degrees of polynomial between the velocity and
the pressure in the viscous part (Stokes problem) is due to the well-known Babuška–
Brezzi’s inf-sup condition. In fact, there exist many possible choices for the discrete
velocity-pressure space pairs (see, e.g., [10, 2]). The one we used has been referred to
generally as the PN ×PN−2 method. The spectral approximation of the inviscid part
is discussed in [16]. It was shown that the discrete space PN is suitable for both the
velocity function and the pressure function.
In order to prove the convergence of the discrete iteration-by-subdomain proce-
dure (4.10)–(4.11), we need the following stability results.
Theorem 4.1. The discrete problem (4.10) admits one unique solution (um+,N ,











‖f+‖+,GL + 2(1 + α)‖ϕmN‖Γ,GL ,(4.13)
especially if f+ = 0; then
‖um+,N‖+,GL ≤ 2‖ϕmN‖Γ,GL ,(4.14)
‖∇pm+,N‖+,GL ≤ α‖um+,N‖+,GL ≤ 2α‖ϕmN‖Γ,GL .(4.15)
Proof. The proof of the existence and uniqueness of the solution of problem (4.10)
is analogous to the one for the differential problem (Theorem 3.1). We ignore the
details, but give the proof of the estimates (4.13)–(4.15). Let u∗ ∈ X+,N be the
polynomial, which satisfies
(∇qm+,N ,u∗)+,GL = (ϕmN , qm+,N )Γ,GL ∀qm+,N ∈M+,N ,
and
‖u∗‖+,GL ≤ ‖ϕmN‖Γ,GL(4.16)
(the existence of such a polynomial is guaranteed by the inf-sup condition [16, 2]).
Let um+,N = z + u
∗; then z satisfies

α(z,vm+,N )+,GL + (∇pm+,N ,vm+,N )+,GL = (f+,vm+,N )+,GL − α(u∗,vm+,N )+,GL,
(∇qm+,N , z)+,GL = 0
∀(vm+,N , qm+,N ) ∈ X+,N ×M+,N .
(4.17)
From (4.17), we get
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which gives
α‖z‖+,GL ≤ ‖f+‖+,GL + α‖u∗‖+,GL,(4.19)
and we derive from (4.16) and (4.19) that




Taking vm+,N = ∇pm+,N in the first equation of (4.10), we have
α(um+,N ,∇pm+,N )+,GL + ‖∇pm+,N‖2+,GL = (f+, pm+,N )+,GL.(4.21)
Finally, (4.13)–(4.15) follow from (4.20) and (4.21).
Theorem 4.2 (see [2]). The discrete problem (4.11) admits one unique solution
(um−,N , p
m





‖um−,N‖−,GL + ‖∇um−,N‖−,GL ≤ c0(‖f−‖−,GL + ‖pm+,N‖Γ,GL),(4.22)
‖pm−,N‖−,G ≤ βN (‖f−‖−,GL + ‖pm+,N‖Γ,GL),(4.23)
where c0 is a constant dependent on α and ν, but independent on N . βN behaves as
N1/2.
4.2. Convergence of the iteration-by-subdomain procedure. We prove
now the convergence of the discrete iteration-by-subdomain procedure (4.10)–(4.11).
We begin by defining a discrete interface operator LN : PN (Γ) −→ PN (Γ),
LNλ = u
(λ)
−,N · n+|Γ ∀λ ∈ PN (Γ),
and then the operator LN,θ : PN (Γ) −→ PN (Γ),
LN,θλ = θLλ+ (1− θ)λ ∀λ ∈ PN (Γ),(4.24)
where u
(λ)




−,N ) ∈ X−,N ×M−,N , such that{
α(u
(λ)
−,N ,v−)−,GL + ν(∇u(λ)−,N ,∇v−)−,GL − (p(λ)−,N ,∇ · v−)−,G = (p(λ)+,Nn+,v−)Γ,GL,
(q−,∇ · u(λ)−,N )−,G = 0 ∀(v−, q−) ∈ X−,N ×M−,N ,
where p
(λ)








+,N ,v+)+,GL + (∇p(λ)+,N ,v+)+,GL = 0,
(∇q+,u(λ)+,N )+,GL = (λ, q+)Γ,GL ∀(v+, q+) ∈ X+,N ×M+,N .
(4.25)
Let A+,N denote the bilinear form: ∀(u+, p+),∀(v+, q+) ∈ X+,N ×M+,N ,
A+,N [(u+, p+), (v+, q+)] = α(u+,v+)+,GL + (∇p+,v+)+,GL − (∇q+,u+)+,GL;


















































































+,N ) is the solution of (4.26). We furthermore define the scalar product
and the associated norm:
((λ, µ))N = A+,N [FNλ, FNµ] , ‖λ‖2∗,N = ((λ, λ))N .(4.27)
Theorem 4.3. There exists θ0 ∈ (0, 1] such that ∀θ ∈ (0, θ0) k(θ) < 1 exists such
that
‖Lθ,Nλ‖∗,N ≤ k(θ)‖λ‖∗,N ∀λ ∈ PN (Γ) .
Proof. It follows from the definition of LN and FN that
((LNλ, λ))N = A+,N [FN (LNλ), FNλ] = A+,N [FN (u
(λ)
−,N · n+|Γ), FNλ]
= −(u(λ)−,N · n+, p(λ)+,N )Γ,GL = −(p(λ)+,Nn+,u(λ)−,N )Γ,GL
= −α(u(λ)−,N ,u(λ)−,N )−,GL − ν(∇u(λ)−,N ,∇u(λ)−,N )−,GL
≤ −c1(‖u(λ)−,N‖2−,GL + ‖∇u(λ)−,N‖2−,GL) ,
(4.28)
where c1 depends on α, ν.
By the definition (4.27) of ‖·‖∗,N , the estimate (4.14), and the trace’s inequalities,
it can be verified that
‖LNλ‖2∗,N = A+,N [FN (LNλ), FN (LNλ)] ≤ 2‖u(λ)−,N · n−‖2Γ,GL
≤ c2(‖u(λ)−,N‖2−,GL + ‖∇u(λ)−,N‖2−,GL) ,
(4.29)
where c2 depends on the trace’s mapping constant.
From the definition (4.24) of Lθ,N , and using (4.28) and (4.29), we get
(4.30)
‖Lθ,Nλ‖2∗,N = θ2‖LNλ‖2∗,N + 2θ(1− θ)((LNλ, λ)) + (1− θ)2‖λ‖2∗,N
≤ [c2θ2 − 2c1θ(1− θ)](‖u(λ)−,N‖2−,GL+‖∇u(λ)−,N‖2−,GL) + (1− θ)2‖λ‖2∗,N .
But (4.22) and (4.15) imply
‖u(λ)−,N‖2−,GL + ‖∇u(λ)−,N‖2−,GL





+,Ndx = 0 )
≤ cα2‖u(λ)+,N‖2+,GL = cα‖λ‖2∗,N ,
(4.31)
where c depends on c20 and the trace’s mapping constant.
Combining (4.30) and (4.31), we obtain






1 + 2c1cα+ c2cα
)
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and
‖Lθ,Nλ‖∗,N ≤ k(θ)‖λ‖∗,N ∀λ ∈ PN (Γ) .





1 + 2c1cα+ 2c2cα
.
We can now state the convergence result for the discrete iteration-by-subdomain
procedure (4.10) and (4.11).
Corollary 4.4. Let (u+,N , p+,N ), (u−,N , p−,N ) be the solution of the discrete






−,N ) be the solution of the discrete
iteration problems (4.10) and (4.11). Then ∀ θ ∈ (0, θ0), (um+,N , pm+,N ) converges to
(u+,N , p+,N ) in X+ ×M+ and (um−,N , pm−,N ) converges to (u−,N , p−,N ) in X− ×M−
as m→ ∞.
Proof. This corollary is analogous to Corollary 3.5. We begin the proof by veri-
fying
ϕmN − u−,N · n+|Γ = Lθ,N (ϕm−1N − u−,N · n+|Γ).




N − u−,N · n+|Γ)
= θLN (ϕ
m−1
N )− θLN (u−,N · n+|Γ) + (1− θ)ϕm−1N − (1− θ)(u−,N · n+|Γ)
= θ(um−1−,N · n+|Γ)− θ(u−,N · n+|Γ) + (1− θ)ϕm−1N − u−,N · n+|Γ + θ(u−,N · n+|Γ)
= θ(um−1−,N · n+|Γ) + (1− θ)ϕm−1N − u−,N · n+|Γ
= ϕmN − u−,N · n+|Γ (by (4.12)).
The contraction of Lθ,N implies
ϕmN → u−,N · n+ as m→ ∞ .(4.33)
Combining (4.9) and (4.10) gives
A+,N [(u
m
+,N − u+,N , pm+,N − p+,N ), (v+, q+)] = (u−,N · n+ − ϕmN , q+)Γ
∀(v+, q+) ∈ X+,N ×M+,N .
By the estimates (4.14) and (4.15), we get
‖um+,N − u+,N‖+,GL + ‖∇pm+,N −∇p+,N‖+,GL ≤ 2(1 + α)‖ϕmN − u−,N · n+‖Γ,GL.
Then (4.33) and (4.5) imply
um+,N → u+,N in X+ , pm+,N → p+,N in M+ as m→ ∞ ,
and hence
pm+,N → p+,N in L2(Γ) as m→ ∞.(4.34)
Another part, combining (4.9) and (4.11), gives

α(um−,N − u−,N ,v−)−,GL + ν(∇(um−,N − u−,N ),∇v−)−,GL
−(pm−,N − p−,N ,∇ · v−)−,G = ((pm+,N − p+,N )n+,v−)Γ,GL,



































































Applying Theorem 4.2, we get
‖um−,N − u−,N‖−,GL + ‖∇um−,N −∇u−,N‖−,GL + ‖pm−,N − p−,N‖−,G
≤ cβN‖pm+ − p+‖0,Γ.
We derive from (4.34) that
um−,N → u−,N in X− , pm−,N → p−,N in M− as m→ ∞ .
5. Numerical results. We present in this section some numerical results ob-
tained by applying the iteration-by-subdomain algorithm introduced in the previous
sections. We first describe this algorithm in brief:












+,N )+,GL + (∇pm+,N ,vm+,N )+,GL = (f+,vm+,N )+,GL,
(∇qm+,N ,um+,N )+,GL = (ϕmN , qm+,N )Γ,GL + (gN , qm+,N )Γ+,GL
∀(vm+,N , qm+,N ) ∈ X+,N ×M+,N
to give (um+,N , p
m




−,N )−,GL +ν(∇um−,N ,∇vm−,N )−,GL − (pm−,N ,∇ · vm−,N )−,G
= (pm+,Nn+,v
m
−,N )Γ,GL + (f−,v
m
−,N )−,GL,
(qm−,N ,∇ · um−,N )−,G = 0 ∀(vm−,N , qm−,N ) ∈ X−,N ×M−,N
to give (um−,N , p
m
−,N ).
(3) Convergence test: Calculate the residue
εm = ‖u− · n − um−,N · n‖Γ,GL + ‖u+ · n − um+,N · n‖Γ,GL;(5.1)
if εm < 10
−8 stop; if not, set
ϕm+1N = θu
m
−,N · n+|Γ + (1− θ)ϕmN , θ ∈ [0, 1] ,
and return to (2).
In the following examples we take the computational domain:
Ω = (−2,+2)× (−1,+1), Ω− = (−2, 0)× (−1,+1), Ω+ = (0,+2)× (−1,+1).
Example 1. Consider the following data:
f = (α(1− y2) + 2x, 2y),
with a polynomial exact solution
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        
Fig. 1. A plot of εm as a function of iteration number m with θ = 0.30(✸), θ = 0.46(+),
θ = 0.47(✷), θ = 0.50(×), θ = 0.70() for Example 1 with N = 8, α = 100, ν = 0.01.
Example 2. Consider the following data:
f− = (α sin(πy) + π cos(πx) cos(πy) + νπ2 sin(πy), −π sin(πx) sin(πy)) ,
f+ = (α sin(πy) + π cos(πx) cos(πy), −π sin(πx) sin(πy))
with a smooth exact solution
u(x, y) = (sin(πy), 0), p(x, y) = sin(πx) cos(πy).
We first investigate the dependence of the convergence rate on the relaxation
parameter θ. The tests are done with α = 100 and ν = 0.01. Figures 1 and 2 plot
εm as a function of iteration number m with several choices of θ. The polynomial
degree N used is 8 for Example 1 and 24 for Example 2. The tests show that the best
value of θ is near 0.46 in Example 1 and near 0.47 in Example 2. With these values
of relaxation parameter, the convergences of the iterative procedure are the fastest.
We indicate that the convergence rate may be further improved by choosing dy-
namically the relaxation parameter θ such that the interface errors minimize at each
iteration.
The following tests are related to the numerical investigation of the dependence
of convergence rate on the polynomial degree N . We consider first the Example 1
and take the relaxation parameter θ = 0.46. We plot in Figure 3 the residue εm as a
function ofm corresponding toN = 8, 12, 16, 24. The convergence rates corresponding
to the three cases of N > 8 are sensibly independent of N . In the case of N = 8,
the initial convergence rate remains the same with the cases of N > 8; however, the
asymptotic convergence rate does appear to be a weak function of N .
When we repeated the experiment of Figure 3 for Example 2, the results ob-
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Fig. 2. A plot of εm as a function of iteration number m with θ = 0.40(✸), θ = 0.46(+),
θ = 0.47(✷), θ = 0.50(×), θ = 0.60() for Example 2 with N = 24, α = 100, ν = 0.01.
nonpolynomial. In this case the variation of N would influence the optimal value of
θ. Therefore, we have to take care of the choice of the relaxation parameter θ in order
to minimize the iteration numbers. We plot in Figure 4 the residue εm corresponding
to N = 16, 24, 32 with respective values of θ = 0.40, 0.47, 0.54 for Example 2. The
convergence rates are again sensibly independent of N .
Finally we report the dependence of the convergence rate on α and ν. We denote
by mit the minimum iteration number m such that εm < 10
−8. Table 1 lists mit
for several choices of ν and α with N = 8 for Example 1. The relaxation parameter
θ is taken to be 0.46. We see that besides the three cases near the left-top corner,
the iterative procedure always converges with 9 iterations. This means that for the
most interesting cases, mit is independent of the choices of ν and α. In the cases
ν = 0.1, α = 10 and ν = 0.01, α = 1, the iteration numbers required are the same
value of 15. In the case ν = 0.1, α = 1, the convergence rate is somewhat slower
(21 iterations!) as compared to the other cases. This suggests that the contraction
coefficient k(θ) (see (4.32)) is a strong function of ν and α near large values of ν
and small values of α. The optimal relaxation parameters are, in these cases, no
longer near the value 0.46. In fact, if we take θ = 0.60 for ν = 0.1, α = 10 and
ν = 0.01, α = 1, the iterative algorithm will converge again within 9 iterations. When
ν = 0.1, α = 1, the optimal value of θ is 0.80, with which the algorithm converges
within 8 iterations.
6. Applications to flow simulations. We consider the classical problem of
flow past a cylinder, which is a standard example, to evaluate a numerical method.
For high Reynolds numbers, a common procedure is to couple the Euler equations
far away from the cylinder with the Navier–Stokes equations for the boundary layer
































































































































Fig. 3. A plot of εm as a function of iteration number m with N = 8(✸), N = 12(+), N =
16(✷), N = 24(×) for Example 1 with α = 100, ν = 0.01.
Table 1
Minimum iteration number m to reach εm < 10−8 for various choices of ν and α for Example
1 with N = 8, θ = 0.46.
α ν 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001 0.00001
1 21 15 9 9 9
10 15 9 9 9 9
100 9 9 9 9 9
1000 9 9 9 9 9
10000 9 9 9 9 9
questions related to the behavior of the solutions when the Reynolds number increases.
The convergence of the solution of the Navier–Stokes to the solution of the Euler
equations when the Reynolds number tends to infinity has been proved only in very
special cases. The main difficulty is to understand how the boundary conditions
behave in the limiting process. According to Brezzi, Canuto, and Russo [4], neglecting
the diffusion effects in the Navier–Stokes equations is justified only in the region where
the divergence of the viscous part of the stress tensor is negligible, that is, if, for a
constant Reynolds number, 1Reu is negligible. This means that even for moderate
Reynolds number, it is also possible to reduce the Navier–Stokes equations to the
Euler equations in the region if 1Reu is smaller than an optimistic estimate of the
discretization error. For our purposes, the inviscid subdomain is taken sufficiently far
away from the cylinder that 1Reu is small enough. The purposes of our numerical
experiments are to show that under this choice of the two subdomains, the collocation
approximations of the coupled Navier–Stokes/Euler equations give reasonable results,
at least comparable to the results obtained by using the full Navier–Stokes equations
within the whole domain.
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Fig. 4. A plot of εm as a function of iteration number m with N = 16(✸), N = 24(+), N =
32(✷), N = 24(×) for Example 2 with α = 100, ν = 0.01.
simulations, we discretize the time variable as follows:

3un+1− − 4un− + un−1−
2t + 2(u
n
− · ∇)un− − (un−1− · ∇)un−1− − νun+1− +∇pn+1−
= 0 in Ω−,
3un+1+ − 4un+ + un−1+
2t + (2ω
n
+ − ωn−1+ ) ∧ un+1+ +∇Pn+1+ = 0 in Ω+,
un+1− |Γ− = 0 , un+1+ · n+|Γ+ = u∞ · n+
(6.1)
with the incompressibility ∇·un+1 = 0, where P+ = p++ 12 |u+|2 is the total pressure
and u∞ is the velocity of the flow at infinity. ω+ is computed by

3ωn+1+ − 4ωn+ + ωn−1+
2t + (u
n+1
+ · ∇)ωn+1+ = 0 in Ω+,
ωn+1+ = ∇× un+1− on Γ,
(6.2)
where the superscript n denotes the time-step (distinguished from the superscript
m for iteration-by-subdomain step). The splitting method un+1+ /ω
n
+ in the inviscid
part implied in (6.1)–(6.2) was first used in [14], in which the analysis of stability
and convergence based on spectral approximations are detailed. We note furthermore
that (6.1) can be written under the form (3.1)–(3.2), except that we have here an
additional term ωn+ ∧un+1+ , which is not at all essential in the convergence analysis of
the iteration-by-subdomain procedure.
The linear systems stemming from the full discretizations of the separated viscous
and inviscid problems are solved by a classical Uzawa algorithm [10, 17]. The basic
procedure is as follows: by using a block Gaussian elimination procedure, the Uzawa
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forms, one for the pressure and one for the velocity. The preconditioned conjugate
gradient iteration method, using the mass matrix as a preconditioner, is applied to
both systems. Note that the pressure of the viscous part is computed by effecting the
nested inner/outer iteration procedure due to the embedded inverse of the standard
Helmholtz operator, while the pressure of the inviscid part needs only outer iteration
since the inviscid velocity matrix is simply diagonal.
Fig. 5. Partition of domain and spectral element mesh.
We perform simulations of the flow at a Reynolds number of Re = u∞D/ν = 200,
where D is the cylinder diameter. Figure 5 shows the spectral element grid used, in
which it is seen that the viscous subdomain Ω− is taken near the cylinder and the
wake. The boundary conditions used are the no-slip boundary conditions for the
Navier–Stokes equations and the u+ · n boundary condition for the Euler equations
in both the coupling and the pure viscous case. Figure 6 shows the velocity vector
distribution at t=12. The result obtained is quite reasonable.
We make some remarks concerning the symmetric solution obtained. Normally
one would expect asymmetric unsteady Von Karman vortex street in a cylinder ex-
ample at Re = 200. The appearance of the symmetric solution may be a result of the
boundaries being too close to the cylinder. In fact, the computation has been carried
out until t = 24, and the solution remained unsteady, but still no Von Karman vortex
appeared. The continuity of calculation has resulted in no physical solution, which
was probably caused by the reflection of the too-close boundaries. The objective of
this example does not lie in the simulation of the realistic phenomenon but rather on
the validation of the algorithm in the case of the complex domain.
We compare in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) the pressure contourlines computed, respec-
tively, by solving the present coupled model and the pure Navier–Stokes equations in
the whole domain. In the resolution of the pure Navier–Stokes equations, the discrete
space used is PN (Ω)× PN−2(Ω). It is interesting to note that the result obtained by
the present coupled model is better in the sense that the pressure contourlines near
the wake are more regular. This is certainly due to the finer pressure resolution in
the external region (degree N for the coupled equations in comparison with degree
N − 2 for the pure Navier–Stokes equations), and the use of the u+ · n boundary
condition at infinity. Besides, we observe from Figure 6 that after certain time the



































































physically more realistic phenomenon would never happen in the case of the no-slip
boundary condition. Therefore the u+ · n boundary condition, which is sufficient to
solve the inviscid equations, gains an advantage over the no-slip boundary condition.
It is noticed, however, that in the full Navier–Stokes formulation one would not have
to use no-slip boundary conditions. By contrast, a more commonly used boundary
condition is a Neumann condition or even an Orlanski’s condition for “outflow.” Anal-
ogous situations exist in the Euler case. But in any case the Euler equations need
fewer boundary conditions than the Navier–Stokes equations. As a result, the former
can represent more realistic situations on the artificial boundaries.
Fig. 6. Velocity vector distribution at t = 12.
Fig. 7. (a) Pressure contourlines at t=12 for coupled equations. (b) Pressure contourlines at
t = 12 for pure Navier–Stokes equations.
In each time step, the convergences of the iteration-by-subdomain procedure were
reached after three or four iterations. This is based on the solution at the previous













This suggests that the results related to the convergence rate obtained in the spectral
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7. Concluding remarks. We have presented in this paper an efficient iteration-
by-subdomain algorithm to solve the incompressible viscous/inviscid coupled equa-
tions. The exact convergence analysis shows that the iterative algorithms converge
with a rate independent of the polynomial degree N , in the sense that the constants
appearing in the contraction estimate are independent of N . The numerical examples
presented confirm this conclusion. These numerical experiments show that the spec-
tral collocation version of this algorithm converges within about 10 iterations in most
interesting situations (spectral approximation degrees N varying from 8 to 32). The
convergence rate is sensibly independent on the polynomial degree N , in agreement
with the theoretical analysis. We have also determined numerically the optimal values
of the relaxation parameter θ for various choices of N, ν, and α. It is noted that the
dependence of the convergence rate on the relaxation parameter θ is sensible. Hence
the choices of θ in practical computations have to be made carefully. A possible so-
lution allowing us to avoid the determination of θ may be to embed our alternating
Schwarz procedure into an acceleration scheme like conjugate gradients or GMRES,
in order to have a relaxation parameter–free method. We will study these possibilities
in future work.
Further investigation will also be related to the gain obtained by using the present
coupled equations in comparison with the full Navier–Stokes equations. The potential
gain depends certainly on the partition of the computational domain, the determi-
nation of the tolerance εm, the polynomial degree N , and the local solvers used. In
the simulation presented in this paper, the time to compute the coupled equations is
nearly half of the one needed by the full Navier–Stokes equations. This CPU time
comparison is only valid in the frame of the local solvers used in this paper, that is,
when using the iterative Uzawa algorithm to both viscous and inviscid saddle systems.
It should not simply be generalized to the cases of using other algorithms such as the
direct methods or “influence matrix” methods, since different solvers may significantly
effect the CPU time for different problems. An important future of our iteration-by-
subdomain method, like most domain decomposition methods, is that the calculation
of the viscous part and the inviscid part are completely separated. This allows us to
develop optimal solvers independently.
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formed with the Spectral Element code Nekton program while the author was in
residence at Laboratoire CNRS d’Analyse Numérique de l’Université Pierre et Marie
Curie, Paris.
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